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In an effort to create an atmosphere that reflects the students’ future
work environment, a dress code has been implemented within the School
of Hospitality Business and Management.
This dress code is also an opportunity for students to learn the rules of
“Savoir-être et Savoir-vivre” which imply both mutual and self-respect.
While in the school premises, students, staff and faculty are therefore
required to wear a business formal attire, with the exception of practical
courses for which they will be provided with the following uniforms:
Kitchen uniforms for all kitchen related practice
Formal service attire for all service and event related practice
Casual service attire for service in outdoor settings or more relaxed
environments (food trucks, sports events, etc....)
Those uniforms shall not be worn outside of the campus even when
commuting to school from home. Students living outside the campus
should only put on their uniforms once they reach the school’s lockers.
This dress code will be applicable on working days, between 7am and
7pm, including during meals and breaks, and for students visiting during
an internship, sick leave or day off.
For their initial year, the students will be provided with two dress code
appropriate attires in order to have the minimum required wardrobe to
attend the classes.
WHAT IS A FORMAL BUSINESS ATTIRE?
A formal business attire implies that students should wear a full matching
business suit, including a jacket and dress pants (or a dress skirt) and a tie
for men.

SHBM DRESS CODE
Here are a few indications that should help students prepare for
these dress code requirements:
*Accessories:
Accessories must be discreet, without overly
ostensive brand signs nor flashy colors.
*Body art : Apparent piercings and large visible tattoos are not
allowed.
*Coats and winter apparel: Coats and winter apparel, including
scarves, hats and caps should not be worn inside the school
premises. They should be stored in the designated areas.
*Colors and prints: -No flashy colors or large colorful prints and
embroideries are allowed. Keep it as classy and simple as possible.
- A suit may not be matching if the colors are classic and plain
(grey, brown, black, beige).
*Hair : A short clean haircut is required for men and no beard is
allowed. - No flashy hair colors (pink, red, green, purple, etc,..) .
-Long hair should be well groomed and brushed.
*Head scarves: A head scarf that does not fall below the shoulders
are allowed.
*Hosiery and socks: Classical colors such as black, grey, tan or
brown are allowed - Dresses or skirts should be worn with hosiery
at all times except when the temperature is above 27 degrees. Men’s shoes should always be worn with socks.
*Jacket: - Always wear a jacket over your shirt, blouse or dress,
unless the temperature is above 27 degrees.
*Shoes: - No open toe shoes allowed. - Shoes should be elegant,
discreet and properly maintained. - Boots are only allowed when
worn with pants. - High heel shoes should be 8.5cm and below.
*Shoulders : - Shoulders should always be covered with short or
long sleeves apparel.
*Skirts and dresses: - Skirts and dresses should not be shorter than
two fingers above the knee.

LADIES
Collared dress shirt or blouse
Dark colored classic suit
Dress not shorter than 2-inches above the knee
Black or tan tights
Heels no higher than 8.5cm
Perfectly ironed

GENTLEMEN
Crisp dress shirts
Discreet tie
Dark colored suits
Black oxfords or derbies
Perfectly ironed
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